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Overview
We love our pets - They're family. When it
comes to cleaning up their area, we only
want the safest products available.

Chlorinated products
Disinfectants
Bleach
High acid and alkaline conditions.



Reduce bio-chemical oxygen demand
(BOD) and chemical oxygen demand
(COD) 80% within 5 days.



Will NOT corrode, burn, dissolve or eat
away any surface by chemical action.



Nontoxic, biodegradable, concentrated
enzyme product.



Certiﬁed salmonella free





Leaves behind no residue on concrete
or rock.

A good bacterium which moves in wet
conditions to break down waste into
smaller particles to be digested.



Digests wasted until nothing remains.





No formation of hydrogen sulﬁde (rot
ten egg odor)



No adverse reactions or destruction of
plastic, rubber, or turf inﬁll.



Works excellent with ZeoFill the #1
brand turf inﬁll for dog odor control.

Clean fresh cut grass scent.



Composed of "live liquid" enzymes vs.
typical powdered enzymes which can
leave residue.



Works only on biological components
for which it is intended.



Cleans inside of the ZeoFill granule for
better odor control.



It can be sprayed while animals are still
present on the area to be cleaned.

The Science
Blend of good bio-engineered bacteria.
 Over 250 billion micro-organisms per
gallon.


Enzymes withstand heat up to 200 deg F.
 It is naturally occurring non-pathogenic
active bacteria.
 It is naturally occurring non-pathogenic
active bacteria.


3. Attach a standard garden hose to the
other end of the PE-51 nozzle. Make sure
not to over-tighten. Then turn on your
water source.

What is a "Live Liquid" Enzyme?
It is an enzyme which has never been
turned into a powder for processing or
shipping.



2. Attach nozzle onto a 32 oz bottle. Make
sure there are no packing materials
obstructing the inside of the siphon tube.
Make sure not to over-tighten.

Product Application
1. Spray hot surface with plain hose water
before applying the live PE-51 enzymes.
This prevents killing the good enzymes on
contact.

4. With thumb, pull the white safety tab
backwards and at the same time, turn
knob clockwise a quarter turn. This will
open the water valve to "On" position.
5. Spray turf in a sweeping left to right
motion, ensuring surface is completely
covered. There is no set timing as to how
much product to use.
6. When done, turn knob counterclockwise to the "Oﬀ" position and shut oﬀ your
water source.
7. Remove garden hose from the nozzle.
8. Lightly mist top of the turf with plain
hose water to keep the top of the turf wet.
Do not ﬂush out the enzymes! This allows
the PE-51 enzymes to move freely around
the turf.

